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Introduction and 

background
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Current indirect tax trends

Digitalization of tax

� Anti-VAT fraud policies, tax authorities’ 
international cooperation and application of 
strict and high penalties in case of errors make it 
crucial to manage the VAT risks globally

� Importance of good overall visibility with the 
right management reporting

� Certainty that the local reporting and local VAT 
compliance management are accurate and 
reliable

� Importance of building good relationships with 
tax authorities and avoidance of reputational risk

� BEPS discussions and recommendations 
impacting VAT 

� OECD guidelines and discussions about VAT 
systems 

� Shifting of the VAT permanent establishment 
definition

� Importance of reliability in the ERP system and the 
quality of the data coming out of it 

� Analytics can help articulate the data and enhance its 
quality

� Importance of the right choice for an efficient 
management of compliance

� Relevance of the use of automation solutions

� Challenges and questions about global compliance 

� Introduction of special rules in several jurisdictions with 
respect to electronic services

� Contemplation of (rapid) VAT rate increases in a number of 
other jurisdictions

� Implementation of GST/VAT in Gulf countries and India

The digitalization of tax authorities

� Clear trend towards tax authorities requesting 
and analyzing data of taxpayers as part of 
periodical reporting or upon audit 

� SAF-T and other e-audit requirements require 
enhancements to
technologies. Periodical VAT compliance 
approach from “push” data by taxpayer to 
“pull” data
by tax authorities

� Changes in supply chain and legal 
entity structure require adequate VAT 
analysis and proper processes (e.g., 
chain supplies)

Stakeholder reporting needs
Reduction of global VAT risk

Global changes Rapid legislation changes Local compliance and resourcing

Business changes
Data pressure
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Changing face of reporting and compliance 

Digitalization of Indirect Taxes

Manual computation Electronic data files Real-time reporting
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Customer 

experience 

Increasing 

accuracy of 

government 

forecasting 

Reducing the 

VAT gap 

Tax analytics

Combatting 

VAT fraud

Simplifying 

tax processes 

Digital record 

keeping

Digitalization of Indirect Taxes
Why tax Authorities are going digital?
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Different systems

More with less

Extensive manual 

processes

Automation challenges

Data complexity

Country requirements

Digitalization of Indirect Taxes
Main challenges
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Country Overview

Austria
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Digitalization of tax authorities – current trends

Austria

� Horizontal Monitoring/Accompanying Control as of 1 January 2019 => the alternative to the
conventional external tax audit

Obligations of the company during the Horizontal Monitoring

� Increased disclosure requirements during the 
Horizontal Monitoring process

� Tax control system

� Application for information notices 
according to § 118 BAO still possible

� Appeal against tax notices still possible

� The obligation to provide information on facts which 
have already been realised or which have not yet been 
realised

� NOT included: Consultancy service by the tax authority

Obligations of the tax authority during the Horizontal Monitoring

� Tax authorities adopt technology

� Use of AI for the selection of companies for tax audits
� Data analysis during the execution of tax audits
� Obligation to provide data electronically in the course of a tax audit
� Currently, no obligation to use SAF-T format (changes in the near future to be expected) 
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Country Overview

France
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France
2023 : Implementation of e-invoicing obligations in B2B transactions and e-reporting obligations

2023

All companies 

must be in a 

position to 

receive e-

invoices

+ Extension of e-

invoicing and e-

reporting 

obligations to 

large companies

2025

Extension of e-

invoicing and e-

reporting 

obligations for 

small companies 

(SMEs / VSEs)

Today

e-invoicing is 

compulsory in 

the frame of 

B2G 

transactions

2024

Extension of e-

invoicing and e-

reporting 

obligations for 

mid-sized 

companies

2
0

2
3

2
0

2
5

Mandatory wordings on invoices

� Invoices will continue to include

mandatory tax and commercial

information

� New requirements to be anticipated :

 SIREN number of the client to be

annotated

 Specific references depending on the

activity to be defined

Reliable Audit Trail

The Reliable Audit Trail 

remains mandatory in 

the absence of 

qualifying electronic 

signature or tax 

compliant EDI

Contemplated models

Two architectures of exchanges of 

e-invoicing are discussed:

� V model: transit of e-invoices 

through the public platform

� Y model: transit of e-invoices 

through both public platform 

and certified private platforms

E-reporting obligations

� Transmission of the elements of the

invoices

� Additional data to be transmitted to the

tax authorities concerning :

 Transactions with foreign operators

 B2C transactions

 Payment status for services

 A new phase of consultation is planned between the different operators as many questions remain

open (practical modalities of e-invoicing and re-reporting, format to be used for the transmission of the

data to the French tax authorities, frequency of the transmission, precise list of data to be transmitted,

archiving modalities…)

 Derogations from the VAT Directive will also have to be obtained

September 2021

Expected 

publication of 

the ordinance 

which should 

detail the 

conditions and 

modalities
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Country Overview

Germany
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Data provision and data access to relevant client systems mostly applies for audit activities (tax or special 

VAT audit). Esp. transactional data has to be provided in a predefined data format (DART) for analysis and 

validations by the tax authorities. Even though the usage of data driven analytics and validations varies 

significantly due to preferences of the responsible authorities the formatting and access requirements are 

harmonized.

The file format is mandatory, but only when requested in case of an audit what requires awareness 

considering the complexity of data sets and is ideally governed by a predefined process (tax compliance 

management)

� Direct Data/System Access (Z1): 

Important to manage the respective user

profile (need to know principle) –

important!

� Indirect Data Access (Z2): Used 

frequently but could create significant 

time and efforts. 

� Data (DART) file (Z3): Predefined data 

structure and taxonomy. Data needs to be 

checked for integrity and potential 

(standard) checks

� Tax Compliance Management (CMS) 

GoBD expects existing process 

documentation on system landscape and 

architecture, which should be available 

upfront any audit activities, especially in 

case of data access or request

Germany
GoBD - German obligation for data provision and system access (Z1-Z3)

General trend to request and analyse 

transactional data more often and in-depth!

Mandatory 

e-invoicing 

scheme for B2G 

transactions, 

starting from 

27.11.2020
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Country Overview

Luxembourg
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Lux SAF-T / FAIA (Fichier d’Audit Informatisé de l’Administration) is a requirement from the Luxembourg VAT Authorities to be provided 

with a standard file, structured as an XML file and containing specific information and data that will be used to perform VAT Audits. 

This is therefore a mandatory file to provide, but only when requested in case of an audit and that requires to be anticipated by 

taxpayers

� Content of the file

The content of the file and information to be provided 

depends on the level of integration of the systems used: 

� Full FAIA file: requested for fully integrated system 

or ERP meaning that the following elements and 

information are all in the same system: 

� Accounting

� Invoicing

� Fixed assets

� Stock management

� Reduced FAIA file A : requested for partially 

integrated system where only accounting and 

invoicing are the same systems

� Reduced FAIA file B: requested for non integrated 

system where accounting and invoicing are in 

different systems

Luxembourg

Standard Audit File for Tax (SAF-T)/FAIA

Although the Lux SAF-T / FAIA file has been initially requested by VAT Authorities only, the Luxembourg Corporate Tax Authorities 

recently (late 2020) started to request the provision of such files for CIT and TP audits. 

This increases pressure on taxpayers to ensure that they, and their systems, can comply with such an obligation
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Country Overview

Poland
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JPK (Jednolity Plik Kontrolny) is a requirement from the Poland Tax Authorities to be provided with a standard file, structured as an XML file and 

containing specific information and data that will be used to perform Tax Audits. 

JPK_V7 (also known as VDEK) is a mandatory file to submit for monthly or quarterly reporting. Additionally, taxpayers should be ready for optional

reporting of other JPK structures such as JPK_FA (for sales invoices), JPK_MAG (for warehouses) , JPK_KR (for accounting books) and JPK_WB (Bank 

Statements)

Content of the file:

1. VAT Return section

Provides a summary of all transactions on file for the 

month, divided into fields from the „traditionnal” VAT

return reported to date.

2. Sale Invoices &  Purchase Invoices sections

In these sections, we report the counterparty's header 

data, its VAT ID and general transaction information: net 

value and VAT amount for each document.

In addition, we need to report the type of document, the 

tax procedure and the commodity group code. 

The structure also requires us to specify whether the 

document will be settled under the split payment 

mechanism.

VAT-7 Return

JPK_V7

JPK_VAT

Commodity/Goods

Group Code

Tax Procedure code

Plus additional information for analysis 

and control purposes

Attachments
(VAT-ZZ, VAT-ZD I VAT-ZT) 

Poland

Standard Audit File for Tax (SAF-T)/JPK_V7
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Conclusion
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Key areas

Impact of the digitalization of indirect tax within your organization

� Controls and policy may need to be tightened due 

to the large volume of data being asked for by tax 

authorities

� Manuals will need to be updated to include the e-

reporting obligations in order to promote 

standardization

� Training to maintain master data

� Roles and responsibilities

� Large volumes of data will be open to increased 

scrutiny

� The use of technology (such as RPA and data

wrangling tools) will assist with reconciliations and 

data cleansing

� ERP localizations: data / transactions  may not be 

standardized, even within the  same systems

� Data may be coming from different systems and in 

different formats

� Data may have to be checked and consolidated 

before testing/transmitting

� Data limitations in cases where data is not readily 

available

� The data should be reconciled, and an audit trail kept 

where necessary

� Some data may come from systems which are older 

or unsupported

� Local adjustments

� Audit trails and reconciliations should be performed 

in case of audit

� Will need a process for extracting, testing, storing 

and  transmitting the data, where required

� Better controls may need to  be implemented across 

systems

� Tax, Finance and IT processes will be impacted

People

Tech

Data

Process
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Day 5: Technology and digital trends in M&A Tax

Thierry Morgant

Partner 

Paris

E-Mail: tmorgant@taj.fr

What machines can do doesn’t need my 

time …

Introduction and Contacts 
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Digital standardization needs ?

Day 5: Technology and digital trends in M&A Tax

Tax matters in M&A operations and more broadly the tax management of investments, especially short term and of different nature,

can be highly challenging

Amongst hot topics, recent history has shown an incredible ability to create new demands from large organizations

� New reporting obligations

� Intense focus on tax citizenship

� Tax transparency requirements

� …

And more is coming either through global initiatives or regional (EU mainly) and national requirements (UK BRR, SAO and CCO for 

instance)

Most Finance and Tax Executives have their history and priorities but the trend in most if not all organizations is clear with increased 

importance and focus on tax matters. 

Clear trend of global and consolidated positions versus national requirements – IFRS accounting also to be used.
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Digital standardization needs ?

Day 5: Technology and digital trends in M&A Tax

PEs and Corporate environments differ in many ways including on tax management, but several matters can benefit from similar 

approaches and solutions

1. Pure tax compliance?

2. New obligations and reporting?

3. Cash flow?

4. Simulations?

5. Data integration?

6. Tax audit and litigations?

7. Process management?

8. Deals management?

9. Interaction with advisors?

10. Others?
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Data structuring

Day 5: Technology and digital trends in M&A Tax
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Process management

Day 5: Technology and digital trends in M&A Tax
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Data collection

Day 5: Technology and digital trends in M&A Tax
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Risk management

Day 5: Technology and digital trends in M&A Tax
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CBC and data analytics

Day 5: Technology and digital trends in M&A Tax
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Transfer Pricing adjustments

Day 5: Technology and digital trends in M&A Tax
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Transfer Pricing modelling

Day 5: Technology and digital trends in M&A Tax
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Break-out Session CEE: Data analytics tools in practice and dividend 
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Day 5: Technology and digital trends in M&A Tax

Miroslav Svoboda

Partner

Tax M&A Leader Central Europe

Prague, Czech Republic

E-Mail: msvoboda@deloitteCE.com

Quote “Nothing will remain secret”

Introduction and Contacts 
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Digital Tax Administration

Central Europe



No longer a distant vision

Digital tax administrations

5

While not exhaustive, the following map highlights key country requirements for SAF-T, e-audit and real-time reporting requirements, 

particularly within Europe. New legislation is coming out frequently which reflects the dynamic nature of this area.
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Digital tax administrations

6

While not exhaustive, the following map highlights key country requirements for SAF-T, e-audit and real-time reporting requirements, 

particularly within Europe. New legislation is coming out frequently which reflects the dynamic nature of this area.
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Digital reporting requirements growing

Day 5: Technology and digital trends in M&A Tax

Central Europe as we define it in Deloitte is not a consistent group of countries:

� EU and non-EU member states

� Huge differences in size (Poland vs Kosovo)

Key countries driving development of digital tools and approach to digital reporting:

� Poland, Czech Republic, Hungary, Romania

Most common standards:

� E-Government approach (e-filing of Tax Returns)

� VAT, Intrastat, SAF-T and similar reporting

� CbC reporting

� DAC6 reporting

� Focus on workflow and data management
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Impact on M&A landscape and risks

Central Europe
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Due diligence impacts

Day 5: Technology and digital trends in M&A Tax

New reporting and compliance requirements set by states should impact also our risk analysis during Due Diligence as they pose a new 

type of risks – penalties for non-compliance, inconsistency of reporting leading to cross-check by tax authorities within the state or 

cross-border, new approaches to tax audits…

� Include compliance with reporting standards as an area of review

� Check consistency of data management and management of tax matters and maturity of Targets in digital administration

� Use of data analytics (especially for Vendor DD cases where access to data is obvious)

� Use of benchmarks not only for TP purposes

Please note that looking at Central Europe, still there are 18 countries with different legislation, tax administration, languages, 

accounting standards etc, i.e. compared to the financial reporting standards, there is a much bigger room for inconsistencies and risks. 

The focus should be driven by:

� Materiality (setting thresholds, assessing probabilities of tax audits and detection risks)

� Reporting obligations (DAC6, CbC, availability of data for tax administration and publicly)

� Sanctions (fines and penalties substantially differ country by country)

� Availability of digital tools

Conclusions from the Tax DD should be further reflected in SPA, R&W and insurance.

IT DD could become more relevant for Tax DDs where the agenda is digitalized.
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Tax Structuring impacts

Day 5: Technology and digital trends in M&A Tax

Tax Structuring as a tool for the decision on the acquisition structure or exit should reflect the transparency in tax administration 

matters. Although sophistication of tax authorities across Central Europe is still not the same and certain international tax planning

ideas based on asymmetry of information can still work in certain countries, the trend is that nothing will remain secret.

Most relevant impact on Tax Structuring of cross-border deals come from:

� BEPS and ATAD and their implementations worldwide

� MLI 

� GAAR interpretations and approach of tax administration and courts

Non-taxation or double-deduction schemes have become publicly known, the fight against tax aggressive tax planning and techniques 

results in new risks of double-taxation where not properly structured and documented.

There is a few recent areas for discussion about implementations of ATAD, GAAR, MLI etc:

� Substance requirements – not unified, needs to be checked country by country

� US tax elections – hybrid instruments or entity status in light of ATAD

� Beneficial ownership concept – tax transparency, use of treaty benefits

� Withholding taxes

TP approach and methodology are also in development and we expect more challenges in the future.
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Digital Tools in CE

Central Europe
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Digital tools used in Deloitte Central Europe

Day 5: Technology and digital trends in M&A Tax

Czech Republic:

� Tax Navigator – Corporate Tax compliance tool, complemented by Tax depreciation analysis tool

� R&D Tool – R&D tax allowance subject to tax audits, sophisticated digital tool used for tracking and capturing R&D projects to satisfy 
legislative requirements

� PeoplePort – payroll taxes and HR agenda integrated

� PITR Tools – Personal Tax calculation with Global Tracker connection for international personal tax management

� VAT tools – taxCube, VIES online for VAT compliance and reporting and check of business partners

Hungary:

� VATOnline – VAT real time transactions data reporting

Poland:

� EasyMatrix – sorting of VATable supplies and deliveries in categories for VAT rate determination etc.

� taxCube – SAF-T, Whitelist reporting tool – extracts data from various ERP systems that do not support direct reporting for VAT 
purposes

� taxCube FATCA, CRS – as above but for FATCA and CRS reporting

Romania:

Immigration Compliance – managing compliance in immigration processes and in relation to Personal Tax 

Passepartout – CbC benchmarking and AI tool for assessment
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